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L E T T E R  F R O M 
N E W S L E T T E R 
E D I TO R
The world is still upside down and each of us is looking for the anchor 

to hold on. 

Dear ladies, when three years ago I moved to Croatia it wasn’t easy 

for the girl who grew up in traditional Armenian family to adopt to the 

new country, far from the family and totally with the different mentality 

people around. 

The luckiest part was that I apeared in one of the most beautiful coun-

tries in the world full of mysteries that were waiting for me to uncover 

them. I started to travel from up to down and got a lot of inspiration to 

create again. I was searching for oldest ornaments and making con-

nections with Armenia, meeting people and learning language all by 

myself, forced to use it during my travellings. Days were passing and 

I was travelling and by returning back home I was working on ceram-

ics: giving all the impression to the clay. Slowly, slowly I started to feel 

like at home. Nothing was strange for me and it was seen in my pottery 

works also, everything was coming back to harmony with a new char-

acter of colors, lines and ornaments. 

When this pandemic came I was already prepared, I had my anchor 

already to which I was ready to hold on. And not only pandemic, lot of 

bad things happened, wars, earthquakes etc. The only thing after my 

family it was my pottery art which was helping me to not give up and 

sure the travellings already only in Croatia. 

I wish everyone to have their anchor to hold on and to be strong because 

soon this pale line of life will pass and we all will go back to bright and 

sunny days. Use the opportunity, Croatia is wonderful and every week 

you can visit new places inside of the country and discover something 

new.

Stay safe, enjoy and create lots of love: the world needs it.

ALINA GISHYAN
IWCZ NL EDITOR 2020-2021
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ONLINE GENERAL MEETING | 9TH OF FEBRUARY

G E N E R A L 
M E E T I N G
9TH FEBRUARY 2021
11:00 -13:00
ONLINE
Due to the epidemiological situation,  the GM will take place online on Google Meets. The link 

will also be sent to our private Facebook and WhatsApp Groups to make it easier to connect 

via mobile phone. 

IWCZ NL | February edition | 4

Our first special guest will be 
professor dr. sc. Zrinka Bošnjak. 

The professor is a researcher at the Uni-

versity Hospital Center Zagreb/ KBCZ, the 

Department of Clinical and Molecular Mi-

crobiology and esteemed lecturer at the 

School of Medicine University of Zagreb/ 

UHC Zagreb.

In the face of the pandemic and much con-

troversy over vaccination, the professor 

will give us a lecture on vaccination against 

COVID19 and the procedure.

Vjeko and Sandra Bašić will be our next special guests. 
Vjeko Bašić is the first Croatian chef to win the prestigious Gault & Millau Croatia 2018 Chef 
of the Year award. Vjeko Bašić has also been a member of JRE Europe since 2019 and Vice 
President of JRE Croatia. His restaurant Konoba Boba has had a Michelin recomendation since 

2018.
The owner and chef of Konoba Boba, Vjeko Bašić, transformed the family tavern into the best 
restaurant, whilst preserving the culinary tradition of the island of Murter and the Kornati archi-

pelago. In the kitchen of the restaurant, which is named after the Bašić family nickname “Boba”, 
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Vjeko combines fresh, local ingredients and seafood with modern cooking techniques and 

refined presentation of dishes, while respecting tradition. Each of his dishes looks like a work 
of art.

Always in a good mood, the chef 

greets guests with a wide smile on 

his face, which, apart from delicious 

food, is certainly another reason why 

his guests come back to this place not 

only in summer. Bob’s Tavern is one 

of the few restaurants in the coastal 

region that is open all year round. 

This allows Vjeko Bašić to change 
and enrich the menu depending on 

the season.

Vjeko is always supported by his wife Sandra, who 

runs a concept store with wine and Dalmatian prod-

ucts next to the restaurant. Sandra is the artistic soul 

of this place and the soloist of Churu ‘Sveti Mihovil’ in 

Murter, who has a hundred-year tradition. The chef 

also has his fishermen and suppliers of organic prod-

ucts. Everyone knows him on the islands of Murter 

and the Kornati archipelago. One of his best friends is 

the chef Ante Božikov, owner of the Opat restaurant 
on the island of Kornat. They often cook together, 

presenting the cuisine of the region.

The Konoba Boba restaurant space offers 50 indoor 
dining and 80 outdoor seating, set in a large Mediter-
ranean garden protected by a stone courtyard with an 

open kitchen, where guests can watch the cooking 

process. It is the perfect place to relax with a drink be-

fore a meal, light starters or an all-day gourmet meal 

in an intimate company or for an evening meeting 

with friends to the most beautiful Dalmatian or Italian 

live music. Vjeko and Sandra Bašić will prepare a 
dish especially for us.
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Members will be informed about the ongoing charity financial 

fundraiser and the official request received for a financial 

donation by the SOLIDARNA Foundation. The Club will be 

supporting Solidarna Foundation with the aim to raise enough 

funds so as to finance one mobile house for the earthquake 

victims. The SOLIDARNA Foundation was established in 2015 

and has since become a transparent reliable partner of private 

and public donors in implementing civil society initiatives. 

It supports the work of over 100 non-governmental organizations and civic initiatives, has helped 
over 400 people with humanitarian aid, with particular emphasis on securing housing containers, 
mobile homes for people who lost their homes in the earthquake.

Our next guest will be Sanja Sarnavka, 

MA in Comparative Literature, has been 

engaged professionally as the human 

rights activist for more than twenty years. 

Albeit dealing with all forms of discrimination and 

human rights violations, her focus has been put 

primarily on gender equality, while her special in-

terest and expertise lies in advocacy and media. 

She coordinated founding of the Human Rights 

House Zagreb, and held a position of the president 

of the Board for 8 years.  For seventeen years she 

acted as the president of B.a.B.e. (Be active. Be 

emancipated.). She was a member of the Advisory 

Board of the HRH Network, member of the Advi-

sory Panel of the EU Fundamental Rights Agency, 

and a member of the Council for Civilian Oversight 

of Security and Intelligence Agencies in Croatia.

Since 2017 she has been engaged with the Foundation Solidarna, and has held a position of the 
president of the Steering Council. She developed, organised and/or participated in a number of 

research projects at national and  international level – national machinery, gender mainstreaming, 

portrayal of  women in the media (for EIGE), the image of women in media and advertising (Global 

Media Monitoring Project - national and regional coordinator), Croatian school textbooks, etc.  She is 

the author of several papers and books on portrayal of women in media, school curricula, module on 

gender equality, discrimination in Croatia, and producer of 14 documentaries.
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Dear Ladies, for a better experience via Google Meets:
 

1. We kindly remind everyone to mute their microphones once 
the GM starts,

2. We advise you to use Google Chrome for the best quality,
3. If you wish to see one of the speakers in full screen, just 
click on its video and choose the option ‘PIN conversation’.

We invite you to sit back, relax in the comfort of your own 
homes, make yourselves a nice cup of coffee or tea and join 

us during this interesting programme. 

We look forward to seeing you online! 
International Women’s Club Zagreb 



We are proud to announce that during a board meeting held on Saturday 23rd January 

the executive board voted  to support Solidarna.hr with the financial support raised so 
far by our dear Members/Colleagues/Friends/Partner Organisations and Embassies.  The 

Board has decided to keep the financial fundraiser active for the foreseeable future and 
we kindly ask our members to continue to assist the Club in raising more funds.  Pres-

ently the Board is in the process of obtaining the permit from The Ministry of Social Care 

to run a public campaign. After which we shall actively promote our fundraiser cam-

paign on the Club’s Social Media and we kindly ask members to share our posts to help 

us spread the word.  The objective is for IWCZ to raise funds to fully finance one mobile 
home.
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Charity Summary

IWCZ CHARITY SUMMARY

02.02.2021

P.I.N.K. life....................................................................1,300.00
The University Hospital for Infectious Diseases.......26,818.00
Cakovec Educational Center.........................................2,900.00 
Earthquake Charity................................................... 41,029.95

TOTAL CHARITY 72,047.95 kn
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ACTIVITIES  |  HISTORY OF ART

IWCZ in collaboration with Divan Teatar is organising an interesting and motivational History of 

Art interactive workshop.   Payment is to be in advance not later than Tuesday 16th February into 

IWCZ account HR7823400091110445513  please include description ‘History of Art’ with pay-

ment. Minimum participants is 8 persons.
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ACTIVITIES  |   WEEKLY ACTIVITIES

Online Book Club

The bookclub will be meeting on 
Wednesday 17th February 

@ 10:30 - 11:30 
and will be discussing 
Girl, Woman, Other. 

The Booker Prize 2019 winning 
novel  by Bernardine Evaristo.  

Weekly Conversations 
For more details, kindly contact the group leaders 

Croatian Conversation - Ina at istasevic@vub.hr, 
English Conversation - Nikki either by email nikkipavlina@me.com or by WhatsApp on 
+385919111219. 

Volunteers needed - French/Italian/German native speakers: IWCZ is looking for members who 
would like to hold online conversation classes to help us stay connected through this period of 
lockdown.

New - Spanish Conversation

Our member, Leonor, kindly offered 

to lead this group - the conver-

sation will take place two times/

month, starting from first Friday 

in February. If you wish to sign up, 

please contact Leonor at 

Leonor.Stjepic@montessori.org.uk.
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ACTIVITIES  |   SCULPTING WORKSHOP

Sculpting workshop 
with sculptor 
Hrvoje Dumancic

Zagreb sculptor Hrvoje Dumancic known for his equine sculptures horses organizes a sculpting workshop 
in the heart of the city.      Hrvoje Dumancic born in Zagreb in 1975, he graduated from the school of 
Art and Design and from the Academy of Fine Arts of Zagreb University. He won the first prize for his 
“Aramis” sculpture at Xe Salon International de Saumun in France in 2002. He has shown his work at oven 
forty collective and over thirty individual exhibitions in Croatia and other countries. Horses are the ba-
sic motif of his sculptures. The acclaimed Croatian sculptor has decided to welcome them in his studio, 
to show them his work to offer company and help to all those who love the arts, sculpting and creativity.  
The program includes a visit to the artist’s studio, a short presentation of his work and a collective work-
shop under the expert guidance of the sculptor. The group is limited and may include up to 10 people. Dur-
ing a couple of hours, in a pleasant inspiring ambiance with music in the background and refreshments, the 
participants can create their own sculpture of a horse under the mentorship of the artist. The day’s work 
will be complete with enjoying a glass of wine or meal created by the artist in pleasant a company and in the 
end, every participant will take home a souvenir to remember this special day.           
Date 04.03.21. 
Participation fee 400,00kn.               
The workshop is possible with a reduction in the dimensions of the headquarters.
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ARMENIAN CERAMIC ART ONLINE WORKSHOP-SEMINAR

Alina Gishyan comes from a distinguished family of Armenian ce-
ramic artists; over the past fifteen years she has built up an enor-
mous amount of experience and developed her own style of unique 
ceramic functional pottery. Since her arrival in Croatia, she has in-
tertwined her cultural inspirations with the new experiences she 
has encountered in Croatia, where she has been focusing on avant-
garde and abstract ceramics. Her artistic mission is to create unique 
works of art combined with the additional functionality of everyday 
use, thereby creating all pieces with special food safe materials. 
Currently, Alina is participating in International symposiums and 
her artwork can be seen in many expositions, galleries, and fairs. 
She is constantly applying new ideas to her style by experiment-
ing with creating different glazes and artworks. Since 2019 she 
proudly holds the title of Folk Master of Republic of Armenia.

ARMENIAN CERAMIC ART 
ONLINE WORKSHOP-SEMINAR 
BY ALINA GISHYAN

Date: 25.02.2021
Time: 15:15

For participation please write to 
 info@iwcz.hr
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ARTISTIC HANDS
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Dear ladies,

We are happy to inform you that the Hungarian Cultural Center accepted our proposal to organize the 5th art exhibition 

“Artistic Hands” for IWCZ members.  The exhibition will be open from 8 March 2021 Monday - 19 March 2020 Friday.  We 

are pleased to have our opening on the day of the Woman’s day celebration worldwide.

The artists display a wide variety of interesting artworks which range from a very diverse group of talented individuals.

The IWCZ exhibition is not just another exhibition, and we would like to keep good spirits and vibes during this family 

event, where everyone (spouses, children, friends, etc.) is welcome to support the artists!

Instead of a classic opening with hundreds of visitors, this year we will be more creative by sharing video interviews of 

artists. Further, each artist will have the opportunity to welcome their guests and give them a tour separately in a small 

group following new epidemic rules.  

We also planned surprise workshops. More information will be coming.

We hope to see you at the exhibition!

Sincerely, 

Artistic hands organizing committee

artistichands@iwcz.hr



IWCZ HOMEOPATHY WORKSHOP

Homeopathy: First Aid Remedies – February 12 2020 from 10-12 via Google Meets

This class will cover the basics of using homeopathy to address minor acute traumas, accidents and sports injuries.
Attendees will learn the main characteristics of an ailment and how to match them to an appropriate remedy, the potency 
and dosing. They will become familiar with effective remedies for bruises, strains, sprains, cuts, wounds, burns, insect 

bites and poison ivy. Different homeopathic first aid remedy kit options will be presented.

Homeopathy: Stress, Anxiety, Sleep Disorders & Depression – February 26  2021 from 10-12 via 
Google Meets

This class will examine the importance and impact of our mental, emotional and spiritual wellbeing on our overall state 
of health. Attendees will learn to recognize acute emotional distress and how to address them with appropriate homeo-
pathic remedies. The various features of individual triggers and responses leading to stress, anxiety, sleep disruptions 

and depression in the context of Covid-19 and earthquakes will also be discussed.

About the presenter:
Andreja Milovi�, CCH studied orthodox medicine at the School of Medicine, University of Zagreb, Croatia. She is a gradu-
ate of the 4-year program in Classical Homeopathy at The School of Homeopathy New York, NYC, in 2006. In 2009 she 
completed Advance Postgraduate Program in Classical Homeopathy at the Pacific Academy of Homeopathy, San Francisco, 
CA. She is nationally certified by the Council for Homeopathic Certification (USA) and is also a member of the National 
Center for Homeopathy. In her 14 years of practice she attended many national and international seminars, conferences 
in homeopathy and other CAM modalities. Her special interest is integrative health and the homeopathic treatment of 
families and children. Andreja enjoys practicing homeopathy together with her husband, a fellow homeopath, Robert 
Bannan, LCH, LCCH. 

WORKSHOP is free and will be held ONLINE via IWCZ Google Meet platform 
Please register at andrejamilovic1@gmail.com
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INTERVIEW | JOHANNA PETRESKI

1. When did you come to Croatia and which is the reason of your stay in Croatia?

My husband is Croatian, we met in 2008 in London, after a few years I moved to Croatia and I have been living 
here ever since. 

2. Tell us something about yourself?

I was born and raised  in Malta and finished my secondary and tertiary education in the United Kingdom I hold 
a Masters Degree in Business (MBA).  I come from a fourth generation Parnis England business family in Malta 

which I have worked for all my life.  My main area of expertise is in the Maritime Business, which has also given 

me the opportunity to explore many ports all over the world and meet many interesting people who share the same 

passion of the maritime industry. I also have some diplomatic experience as the Malta consul for Turkey.

I have three children and two beautiful grandchildren. 

3. You are president IWCZ, what is the main task of IWC?

IWCZ is an Association of women of all ages and nationalities, who come to live in Croatia. It is made up profes-

sionals, diplomats, and women who come for personal family reasons, with a quarter of the Membership being 

Croatian. IWCZ is a vibrant international community providing numerous regular social and charity activities a 

place where each person can search out like-minded people and feel immediately welcomed into an extended 

family. 

4. Because humanitarian work is in basis of IWC, the most important event during year is Christ-
mas bazaar.
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INTERVIEW | JOHANNA PETRESKI

Can you tell us something about purpuse of Christmas bazaar and whom do you help with col-
lected money?

The IWCZ has been organizing the Christmas Bazaar every year since 1993. Traditionally the Christmas Bazaar 
is a one-day event and takes place in one of the pavilions at Velesajam on the first Sunday in Advent.  It is a very 
important part of Advent in Zagreb and very popular with local Zagrebrians and the International Community.  Usu-

ally over seven thousand visitors visit the Bazaar during the day.   It is the biggest Charity event organized by the 
Club and to date over six million kuna  has been raised for Charitable Institutions throughout Croatia. The purpose 

of the Christmas Bazaar is to support and assist Charitable Institutions in Croatia which are in need. Each year the 
club’s executive board chooses one or two beneficiaries and all the proceeds of the Christmas Bazaar are donated 
to the chosen Institution. These funds  are used to purchase important items and or equipment which the Institution 

requires.  The Christmas Bazaar relies heavily on the support of Embassies and Country Associations resident in 
Croatia for its success.  The participating Embassies rely on their country donors to give them items which they sell 

at the Bazaar, apart from this each country always has a chef on the spot cooking delicious food from their country. 
All the money raised goes towards the Christmas Bazaar fund.

5. How do you intend organise Christmas bazaar this year in pandemic circumstances? 

This year due to the Covid 19 pandemic, IWCZ is unable to organize the Christmas Bazaar at the Velesajam due 
to social distancing measures.  We are waiting to be advised whether Advent in Zagreb will take place and if it does 

then we have been promised some space and we have the support of some countries who are willing to participate 

at event.  This year IWCZ has chosen The Hospital for Infectious Diseases as its beneficiary, we have chosen this 
beneficiary as a show of support in the fight against Covid 19.

6. What moves you?

Art moves me I have such respect for artists and would have loved to be born with the talent.  I really enjoy visiting 

art galleries, especially contemporary and modern art, it gives me a natural high, I feel spiritually fulfilled. Where 
ever I travel in the world I always make time to spend a few days visiting art galleries.  I believe that art is a form 

of human expression and one can learn so much about a nations’ culture through its artists and their art.

7. You are very often on relation between Zagreb and Valeta, what you miss here?

My large family.

8. Three years ago I had opportunity to visit Valleta with some other women from IWC, that occa-

sion you were our host in your family home and you organized meeting with president of Malta for 
us.
Can you tell to our readers something about your family in Valletta?

Malta and its capital Valletta, is an extremely interesting place situated in the centre of the Mediterranean.  Over 

the millennia it has been ruled, conquered, sold, and occupied by many nations. Due to this most of the people 

living in Malta have a mix of cultures inside them, this is what makes Maltese people very special. Our rich history 

is also reflected in our language which is a Semitic language very often referred to as ‘classical Arabic.’  My family 
is such an example and I am a mix of; English, French, Greek, Italian and probably more. I come from a business 

family, I have three brothers and we are the fourth generation owners of the business.  We are involved in shipping, 

trucking, logistics, international transport, plastic manufacturing, waste management, water treatment, import and 

export and franchise retailing.

9. What is your hobby?

Running, I enjoy long distance running and until recently participated regularly in half marathons, nowadays I run 

ten to twelve kilometre runs whenever I can.  I also love reading, travelling, exploring new cultures and studying.
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10. Can you compare the people in Croatia and Malta in contens that both are a mediterranean 
country?

Yes, I do see many similarities between Croatians and Maltese, both cultures are extremely sociable, very friendly 

and have a great love for the family and family life. The Dalamatian cuisine is also very similar to Maltese and of 

course we are both extremely proud of our very clean and beautiful sea!

INTERVIEW | JOHANNA PETRESKI
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JANUARY GM PHOTOS | CADIEUX FASHION SHOW
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CERAMIC WORKSHOP WITH CONSUELO PALMA | PHOTOS
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TEXT ONLYTEXT ONLY 

0-50 WORDS | 50 KN
51-100 WORDS | 100 KN

101-150 WORDS | 150 KN
151-200 WORDS | 200 KN

GRAPHIC BUSINESS ADGRAPHIC BUSINESS AD

1/3 PAGE | (300-30%) 210 KN
1/2 PAGE | (400-30%) 280 KN

1 PAGE | (600-30%) 420 KN
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NEW NEW ADVERTISING POLICYADVERTISING POLICY
This year we have reduced the fee for graphic adverts by -30% and we have taken the decision to stop printing the Newsletter.  
IWCZ will be donating the funds saved from the printing of the Newsletter to our Charity corner, in solidarity with the present 
pandemic situation. The newsletter will be available on our webpage and will be sent to all members in pdf format and as an 
online flipping book, which is a new feature being offered this year. 

The Club is supported financially by the publication of adverts and the IWCZ does not endorse the products or services which 
are advertised.

Anybody wishing to advertise on IWCZ’s monthly Newsletter is kindly asked to submit the artwork, accompanied with the OIB 
number and invoice details. All text included in the advert is considered and charged for as per IWCZ’s advertising policy.  In 
some instances adverts will be reformatted according to IWCZ Newsletter design needs. 

Payments can be submitted via bank transfer.

MEDJUNARODNI KLUB ZENA

Kneza Borne 2 - Zagreb

IBAN number: HR7823400091110445513

PBZ account number: 2340009-1110445513

Kindly note that submissions are to be sent by the 1st of each month and payment is required before the issuing of the advert 



ADVERTISEMENTS  | CARAVANSERAI
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AVIK SHANICH

WOULD YOU LIKE TO ADVERTISE IN THIS SPACE?  
CONTACT US BY EMAIL:  NEWSLETTER@IWCZ.HR
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